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SafetyAbstract Heavy-equipment airdrop is a highly risky procedure that has a complicated system due
to the secluded and complex nature of factors’ coupling. As a result, it is difﬁcult to study the
modeling and safety simulation of this system. The dynamic model of the heavy-equipment airdrop
is based on the Lagrange analytical mechanics, which has all the degrees of freedom and can
accurately pinpoint the real-time coordinates and attitude of the carrier with its cargo. Unfavorable
conditions accounted in the factors’ models, including aircraft malfunctions and adverse environ-
ments, are established from a man-machine-environment perspective. Subsequently, a virtual
simulation system for the safety research of the multi-factor coupling heavy-equipment airdrop is
developed through MATLAB/Simulink, C language and Flightgear software. To verify the veracity
of the theory, the veriﬁcation model is built based on dynamic software ADAMS. Finally, the emu-
lation is put to the test with the input of realistic accident variables to ascertain its feasibility and
validity of this method.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
So far, the research on the heavy-equipment airdrop at home
and abroad mainly concentrates on the modeling and simula-
tion,1–5 the design of control laws,6,7 the airdrop experi-
ments,8,9 the analysis of stability and maneuverability, the
ﬂight quality of the airdrop, and the development of precision
airdrop technology.10–13 Little literature can be found on thecorrelation between safety analysis and airdrop. However,
ﬂight safety is an eternal theme of aviation, which not only
seriously affects military aircraft combat effectiveness of the
play, but also is an important evaluation criterion in terms
of overall design. As a critical means of rapid reaction and
long-range maneuverability, as well as facilitating logistics
support and ongoing assistance, heavy-equipment airdrop
plays a pertinent role, thus, safety problem becomes an even
more important factor to be considered. The research of
heavy-equipment airdrop safety has a very important military
implication as well as application values.
The heavy-equipment airdrop system is a representative
man-machine-environment system. Any link malfunction
may bring adverse effect on the entire system, which may lead
to single or multiple failures, subsequently crashing the system.
The quantitative research methods of ﬂight safety fall into
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statistical method and the expert evaluation method. The test
statistical method falls into the ﬂight test, the hardware-in-
the-loop simulation and the mathematic modeling and simula-
tion. The modeling and simulation method is an important
method for the complex system research, in which not only
the cost can be greatly reduced, but also retrieve data that
would otherwise be difﬁcult to obtain, especially the data of
the system’s dynamic characteristic in multi-factor complex
ﬂight situations. This paper ﬁrst builds the multi-body system
dynamic model of the heavy-equipment airdrop system, along
with contingency variables, which include aircraft malfunc-
tions and unfavorable environments. To achieve this, a virtual
simulation system for the safety research of the heavy-
equipment airdrop in the multi-factor complex scenarios is
developed through MATLAB/Simulink, C language and
Flightgear (a system used to study the dynamic characteristic
of the heavy-equipment airdrop in the multi-factor complex
ﬂight situations). Data is then extracted. This model serves
as the foundation for the subsequent quantitative safety
research.
2. Modeling of heavy-equipment airdrop system
The heavy-equipment airdrop system consists of the carrier,
the cargo and the parachute. In order to simplify the deriva-
tion and avoid the solution of the constraining force, a
model was built using the Lagrange analytical mechanics.
The schematic diagram of the heavy-equipment airdrop
system is shown in Fig. 1, where Oxgygzg is the earth’s ﬁxed
axis coordinate, Oxbybzb the carrier body axis coordinate, h
the pitch angle of the carrier, c1 the carrier’s barycenter, c2
the cargo’s barycenter. Several assumptions can be made to
simplify the calculation: (A) the cargo’s barycenter and the
carrier’s are parallel with the cargo’s ﬂoor, and the distance
between them is l; (B) the potential energy on ground is
zero; (C) the parachute model is simpliﬁed as drag, which
runs opposite of the airﬂow axis; (D) the cargo goes along
the slide rail with no lateral movements and the work of
the friction is ignored; (E) negative or positive of the
variables are subject to up pitches, right yaws and right rolls
of the carrier, for example.
The second kind Lagrange equation is written as
d
dt
@L
@ _qj
 
 @L
@qj
¼ Qj ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ ð1Þ
where L is Lagrange function, qj the generalized coordinates, t
the time, and Qj the generalized force.
Select the position coordinates (x,y,z) and attitude angles
(/,h,w) of the carrier, the distance between the cargo’s bary-
center and the carrier’s (l) as the generalized coordinates, the
vector form of the generalized coordinates is written asFig. 1 Schematic diagram of heavy-equipment airdrop system.q ¼ x y z / h w l½ T ð2Þ
The velocity of the carrier’s barycenter is represented by
v1 ¼ _x _y _z½ T ð3Þ
The angular velocity of the carrier is represented by
x1 ¼ _/ _h _w
 T ð4Þ
The kinetic energy of the carrier is represented as
Ek1 ¼ 1
2
m1v
T
1 v1 þ
1
2
JT _/2 _h2 _w2
 T ð5Þ
where m1 is the mass of the carrier and J the rotational inertia
moment of the carrier.
The position of the cargo’s barycenter in the earth’s ﬁxed
axis is written as
r2 ¼ x lchcw y lchsw zþ lsh½ T ð6Þ
The logograms of the trigonometric functions in the Eq. (6)
are shown as
sw ¼ sinw; cw ¼ cosw
sh ¼ sin h; ch ¼ cos h

ð7Þ
The velocity of the cargo is represented as
v2 ¼
_xþ shcwl _hþ chswl _w chcw _l
_yþ shswl _h chcwl _w chsw _l
_zþ chl _hþ sh _l
2
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3
75 ð8Þ
The kinetic energy of the cargo can be represented as
Ek2 ¼ 1
2
m2v
T
2 v2 ð9Þ
where m2 is the mass of the cargo.
The total kinetic energy of the heavy-equipment airdrop
system can be represented as follow
Ek ¼ Ek1 þ Ek2 ð10Þ
The potential energy of the heavy-equipment airdrop
system can be deduced as
Ep ¼ m1gzþm2gðzþ lshÞ ð11Þ
Then, the Lagrange function can be written as
L ¼ Ek þ Ep ð12Þ
The external forces acting on the airdrop system consist of
the engine thrust (P), the aerodynamic forces along the air
path axis system (X,Y,Z), the drag of the parachute (N), the
gravities of the carrier and the cargo (G1,G2).
The following text shows how the engine’s thrust is
projected onto the earth’s ﬁxed axis:
Pxg Pyg Pzg½ T ¼ Lgb P 0 0½ T ð13Þ
where Lgb is the transformation matrix from the carrier body
axis coordinate to the earth’s ﬁxed axis coordinate.
Assuming that the carrier has no sideslip, and then project
the aerodynamic forces to the earth ﬁxed axis system, that is
Rxg Ryg Rzg½ T ¼ Lga X Y Z½ T ð14Þ
where Lga is the transformation matrix from the airﬂow axis
coordinate to the earth’s ﬁxed axis coordinate.
1064 J. Zhang et al.The traction of the parachute is projected onto the earth’s
ﬁxed axis as
Nxg Nyg Nzg½ T ¼ Lga N 0 0½ T ð15Þ
The traction of the parachute is projected onto the carrier
body axis coordinate as
Nxb Nyb Nzb½ T ¼ Lba N 0 0½ T ð16Þ
Taking into consideration of all of the above, the general-
ized forces before the cargo unlocked can be described as
Q1 ¼ Pxg  Rxg Nxg
Q2 ¼ Pyg  Ryg Nyg
Q3 ¼ Pzg  Rzg þNzg þ G1 þ G2
Q4 ¼ Mxb
Q5 ¼ Myb þNzblþ G2zbl
Q6 ¼ Mzb þNybl
Q7 ¼ 0
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð17Þ
The generalized forces after the cargo unlocked can be
described as
Q1 ¼ Pxg  Rxg
Q2 ¼ Pyg  Ryg Nyg
Q3 ¼ Pyg  Ryg þNyg þ G1 þ G2
Q4 ¼ Mxb
Q5 ¼ Myb þNzblþ G2zbl
Q6 ¼ Mzb þNybl
Q7 ¼ G2xb þNxb
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð18Þ
Substituting Eqs. (2), (12), (17) and (18) into Eq. (1), the
kinetic model of the airdrop system in matrix form can be
obtained as
D €Hþ hðH; _HÞ ¼ Q ð19Þ
where
D ¼ D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7½ T
€H ¼ €x €y €z €/ €h €w €l
 T
h ¼ h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7½ T
Q ¼ Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7½ T
8>>><
>>>>:
ð20Þ
In the matrix D:
D1 ¼ m1 þm2 0 0 0 m2shcwl m2chswl m2chcw½ 
D2 ¼ 0 m1 þm2 0 0 m2shswl m2chcwl m2chsw½ 
D3 ¼ 0 0 m1 þm2 0 m2chl 0 m2sh½ 
D4 ¼ 0 0 0 Jx 0 0 0½ 
D5 ¼ m2shcwl m2shswl m2chl 0 Jy þm2l2 0 0
 
D6 ¼ m2chswl m2chcwl 0 0 0 Jz þm2c2hl2 0
 
D7 ¼ m2chcw m2chsw m2sh 0 0 0 m2½ 
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð21Þ
In the matrix h:h1 ¼ 2m2shcw _h _lþ 2m2chsw _w _l
2m2shswl _h _wþm2chcwlð _h2 þ _w2Þ
h2 ¼ 2m2shsw _h _l 2m2chcw _w _l
þ2m2shcwl _h _wþm2chswlð _h2 þ _w2Þ
h3 ¼ m2shl _h2 þ m1 þm2ð Þg
h4 ¼ 0
h5 ¼ 2m2l _h _lþ 2m2shcw _x _lþ 2m2shsw _y _l
þ2m2ch _z _lþm2shchðl2 _w2  _l2Þ
h6 ¼ 2m2c2hl _w _l 2m2shchl2 _h _w
h7 ¼ m2l2 _h2 m2c2hl _w2 þm2shch _h _lþm2gsh
8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð22Þ
There are still two unknowns in the equations above, which
are the angle of incidence a and the angle of sideslip b. In order
to compensate for these unknowns, the following additional
equations are needed to solve the kinetic equations of the
airdrop.
ha ¼ arctan _zﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_x2 þ _y2
p


wa ¼ arctan
_y
_x


sa ¼ chaðc/shcwwa þ s/swwacbÞ=cb  shac/ch=cb
sb ¼ chaðs/shcwwa  c/swwaÞ  sha s/ch
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð23Þ
where ha is the track pitch angle of the carrier, and wa the track
yaw angle of the carrier.
3. Modeling of adverse factors
Heavy-equipment airdrop is a high-difﬁculty and high-risk
technology with many people and multiple systems
collaborated together. Any problem of man, machine or envi-
ronment will adversely affect the safety of heavy-equipment
airdrop. To analyze the effect, it is necessary to build the
mathematic models of the adverse factors.
3.1. Modeling of human errors
Human errors14 mainly consist of the misconducts, illegal
ﬂights, operation lags, reversed controls, etc. The human error
model can be conducted by the research pilot(s) who operates
in real-time, or it may be conducted by getting the data from
the human error theoretical model.15 These two methods
complement each other. The mathematical models would be
very complicated, because it is difﬁcult to simulate the psychol-
ogy of the pilot at high altitudes by man-in-the-loop operating.
This paper only applies the ﬁrst model.
3.2. Modeling of typical aircraft malfunctions
Failure mode is the mathematical representation of failures.
This paper builds the mathematical model of the typical
malfunctions based on the basic idea of failure mode and effect
analysis (FMEA)16 and the analysis of failure mode. The main
malfunctions affect the safety of heavy-equipment airdrop
consisting of the ﬂight control system failure, the hydraulic
Safety modeling and simulation of multi-factor coupling heavy-equipment airdrop 1065system failure, and the airdrop system failure, etc. During the
whole course of airdrop, the pilot should keep the carrier at the
proper attitude through the ﬂight control system and the
steering engine system so as to ensure that the crew operate
the airdrop system and release the cargo successfully. At this
very moment, any failure occurring on them will pose a serious
threat to the safety of carrier. This paper just focuses on the
modeling of the airdrop system failure to save space.
Migration lock failure is the main concern in terms of the
modeling of the airdrop system. The migration lock is mainly
used to restrain and detach the cargo. If the migration lock
malfunctions, the parachute will still be attached to the carrier,
which will cause immense instability of the carrier, leading to
catastrophic loss of aircraft and crew members.
If the unit area load is close to 200 N/m2, the velocity of the
system during the parachute deployment is essentially negligi-
ble, because the mass of the system can be considered as inﬁ-
nitely great.17 So, the opening shock of the parachute can be
calculated according to the following empirical formula:
Fo ¼ 1
2
qv2AKd ð24Þ
where Kd represents the dynamic load coefﬁcient, which is a
constant to the ﬁnalized canopy. A is the resistance character-
istic of the parachute, varying with the deploying time.
A ¼ ktt ð0 6 t 6 tiÞ
Ai þ btðt tiÞ2 ðti 6 t 6 tfÞ

ð25Þ
where
kt ¼ Ai
ti
bt ¼
Af  Ai
ðtf  tiÞ2
8><
>:
ð26Þ
where Ai is the resistance characteristic at the end of the
parachute’s initial inﬂation process, ti the time when the para-
chute initial inﬂation is ﬁnished, Af the resistance characteristic
of the parachute, and tf the time when the canopy is fully
deployed.
3.3. Modeling of adverse environment
Environment is an important component of the man-machine-
environment system, because it is one of the key factors that
causes airdrop mishaps.18,19 The adverse environments include
the crosswind, the shear wind, the heavy rain and the aircraft
ice. The heavy-equipment airdrop in adverse environments is
the important and difﬁcult points of the airdrop research, but
the tests are hard to achieve because of the high-risk and
high-cost. So modeling and simulation is the most effective
method as the primary research of the heavy-equipment airdrop
in adverse environments. This paper is committed to explore
inﬂuences of the adverse environments on the carrier and it just
focuses on the modeling of the wind ﬁeld to save space.
Crosswind and shear wind are the most common hazards
when the airplane ﬂies at low altitudes, which have greatly
affect low to extreme low-altitude airdrop. The wind ﬁeld
can be described by different coordinate systems, through
the traditional polar coordinate method, only parts of the wind
ﬁeld can be represented, especially the shear wind ﬁeld. To
study the inﬂuence of crosswind and shear wind on theheavy-equipment airdrop, the earth’s ﬁxed axis is used as the
default system in this paper.
The wind ﬁeld is usually described through time and
position through the following expression is
vwg ¼ fðxg; yg; zg; tÞ ð27Þ
The change of the wind can be expressed as
_vwg ¼ @vwg
@t
þ dvwg
dr
dr
dt
ð28Þ
where r= [xg,yg,zg], on the right of the equation, the ﬁrst item
is a partial derivative which represents the change of the wind
velocity with time at a given point, the second item is a relative
derivative which represents the change of the wind velocity
with the transformation of the observation point. The change
of the wind velocity at a given point is far below the transfor-
mation of the airplane position. Thus, the ﬁrst item can be
ignored.
The velocity vector of the wind can be written as
vwg ¼ ½uwg vwg wwg ð29Þ
where uwg is the horizontal component of the velocity, vwg the
vertical component of the velocity, and wwg the lateral compo-
nent of the velocity. The derivative of the wind velocity with
respect to the position vector r can be expressed as
dvwg
dr
¼
uwx uwy uwz
vwx vwy vwz
wwx wwy wwz
2
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3
75 ð30Þ
Then, the three dimensional wind ﬁeld model can be
obtained as
_vwg ¼
uwx _xg þ uwy _yg þ uwz _zg
vwx _xg þ vwy _yg þ vwz _zg
wwx _xg þ wwy _yg þ wwz _zg
2
64
3
75 ð31Þ
Both the crosswind and the shear wind are instantiated in
Eq. (31); after substituted into the dynamic model of the
heavy-equipment airdrop, the dynamic simulation of the
heavy-equipment airdrop in the crosswind ﬁeld or wind shear
ﬁeld can be achieved.
4. Safety simulation system of multi-factor coupling heavy-
equipment airdrop
In order to simulate the heavy-equipment airdrop in multi-
factor coupling situations, we have developed the safety simu-
lation system of the multi-factor coupling heavy-equipment
airdrop based on the models built above. The system frame-
work is shown in Fig. 2, in the ﬁgure, FBW means ﬂy by wire,
UDP means user datagram protocol, SQL means structured
query Language.
The system is developed through MATLAB, C language
and Flightgear. The kinetic equations of the heavy-equipment
airdrop are solved through the S function packaged in the Sim-
ulink module. The simulation model of the FBW system is
built through the Simulink module. The visual system is built
based on the open source software Flightgear, in which the
real-time visualization is presented by getting the data through
the generate run script module in simulink. The real steering
column, throttle lever and pedal are adopted for the
Fig. 2 Framework of multi-factor coupling heavy-equipment airdrop safety simulation system.
Fig. 3 Real steering column, throttle lever and pedal.
1066 J. Zhang et al.man-in-the-loop operating to simulate human errors, as shown
in Fig. 3.
The typical problematic factors are loaded in two cases.
Factors acting on the ﬂight control system can be loaded on
the simulation model of the FBW directly, and factors that
cause or change the forces and moments are loaded in S
function form of the dynamic model of the heavy-equipment
airdrop. The main part of the safety simulation system is
shown in Fig. 4, where C1 and C2 represent the initialFig. 4 Main part of safelongitude and latitude; K0, K1, K2 and K3 represent united con-
version gains; qlo, qla and H represent the real-time longitude,
latitude and altitude, respectively; p, q and r represent the
angular velocity of the airplane in the body axis coordinate
system; /, h, w, represent the attitude angle of the airplane
in relation to the earth’s ﬁxed axis system; _/; _h, and _w represent
the attitude angular velocity of the airplane in relation to the
earth’s ﬁxed axis system; U is the vector of the airplane’s
motion parameters; Y is the vector of the motion parameters
selected for the visual. 1 simu sec/real sec shows the real-time
performance of this simulation system. Lastly, the simulation
data is stored in the database built based on SQL Server to
serve as a quantitative analysis of the simulation result.
5. Veriﬁcation model of heavy-equipment airdrop based on
ADAMS
To verify the veracity of the theory and models in this paper,
the corresponding veriﬁcation model is built based on dynamic
software ADAMS and 3D modeling software CATIA.ty simulation system.
Fig. 5 3D solid model of heavy-equipment airdrop system.
Table 1 Simulation conditions.
H (m) V (m/s) h () Mt (kg) L (m) Dp (m) Va (m/s) Az ()
250 80 15 15830 2.45 4.57 5 340
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is brieﬂy described as follow.
5.1. 3D modeling of heavy-equipment airdrop
A three-dimensional solid model is constructed, and then
analyzed in CATIA in accordance with the design parameter
for the carrier, the cargo, and the parachute. The model is then
imported into ADAMS to add quality attributes. Fig. 5 shows
three views of the heavy-equipment airdrop system solid
model.
5.2. The main constraints
Physical modeling is done mainly in ADAMS, which allows
for the expression of mechanical values. This is done through
the addition of Kinematical constraints, driving constraints,
forces, and moments to the solid model in ADAMS. As a
result, relative motions and drives among the components
are deﬁned and given mechanical prosperities.
5.2.1. Constraints of the carrier
The coupling effect between the carrier and the cargo is mainly
manifested by the interaction of the movement of the cargo
along the guide rail and the pitching movement of the carrier.
To simplify the model, the carrier is connected with the ground
by a prismatic pair and a revolution joint, which can simulate
the pitching aerodynamic moment of the carrier and the node
down moment added by the pilot to offset the inﬂuence of the
cargo. The expression of the node down moment in ADAMS
can be written as
Mc ¼ G2ðDr DcÞ ð32Þ
where Dr is the length of the guide rail, and Dc the distance
between the centroid of the cargo and the end of the guide rail.
One thing to note is that the delay time of the pilot should be
considered when the moment is added.
5.2.2. Acting forces between the launch vehicle and the carrier
The acting forces between launch vehicle and carrier are
accomplished by building contact forces on the solid model
in ADAMS. The relative parameters refer to the contact forces
such as friction coefﬁcient, damping, etc. can be set in the
creation panel.
5.2.3. Aerodynamics of parachute
The dynamic equations of parachute can be derived from the
Kirchhoff equations. Ref.19 has deduced scalar dynamic equa-
tions in parachute-body coordinate system. According to theresults, the dynamic equations of parachute can be deduced
as follows:
F3x ¼ ðm3 þ a11Þ _m3x  ðm3 þ a33Þðm3yx3z  m3zx3yÞ
F3y ¼ ðm3 þ a22Þð _m3y  m3zx3xÞ þ ðm3 þ a11Þm3xx3z
F3z ¼ ðm3 þ a33Þð _m3z þ m3yx3xÞ  ðm3 þ a11Þm3xx3y
M3x ¼ J3x _x3x þ ðJ3z  J3yÞx3yx3z
M3y ¼ ðJ3y þ a55Þ _x3y þ ðJ3x  J3z  a66Þx3xx3z
M3z ¼ ðJ3z þ a66Þ _x3z þ ðJ3y þ a55  J3xÞx3xx3y
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð33Þ
where m3 is the mass of parachute, J3x, J3y and J3z are rota-
tional inertias relative to the axis of parachute, a11, a22 and
a33 are associated mass along the axes of x3b, y3b and z3 b in
the parachute-body coordinate system, a22 = a33, a55 and
a66 are associated with rotational inertias along the axes of
y3b and z3b in the parachute-body coordinate system,
a55 = a66. The above constants can be solved in accordance
with Ref.19, and the others can be measured with measuring
tool in ADAMS/View, with the survey point being the center
of aerodynamics.
6. Simulation and veriﬁcation
The mathematical models are simulated under the same condi-
tions to verify the feasibility and validity of the theory and
models in this paper. The ﬂight accident of USA C-130, a
transport plane that crashed when carrying out extreme low-
altitude airdrop, is a good case to simulate and verify. This
accident is caused by multiple factors. Firstly, the crew’s mis-
judgment caused the miss-drop; the distance to the designated
area was not enough for extreme low-altitude airdrop. Next,
the pilot did not give up but forcibly increased throttle, which
led the plane to dive at 45. As a result, the transport plane did
not recover from the steep dive in time when it is close to the
ground. The resulting wide degree between the guide rail and
the horizontal plane mitigated the tension of the extraction
parachute required to pull the cargo (M551 tank, Sheridan)
out of the vessel. With the combined action of the cargo and
the extraction parachute, the descending speed and the altitude
of the transport plane led to the plane’s ultimate demise.
The ﬂight accident is reproduced through the simulation
system built in this paper. The simulation conditions are
shown in Table 1, where H, V and h are the initial altitude,
speed and pitch angle of the transport plane, respectively, Mt
is the mass of the tank, L is the distance between the tank’s
centroid and the transport plane centroid, Dp is the diameter
of the extraction parachute, Va is the speed of the wind and
Az is the wind direction. The visual simulation is shown in
Fig. 6. The curves of the key parameters are shown in Fig. 7.
The simulation results show that the altitude and speed of
the transport plane were declining at the very moment when
the extraction parachute opened. Then, because the pilot
increased the throttle, the pitch angle and speed of the trans-
port plane began to increase. When the plane was close to
the ground, the pilot pulled the throttle lever immediately.
Fig. 7 Curves of the key parameters.
Fig. 6 Simulation visual of airdrop accident.
1068 J. Zhang et al.Then the pitch angle of the transport plane began to decline,
but before leveling off, the transport plane crashed. At 4.6 s,
the plane was hit by cross wind, the transport plane rolled
but the wing did not touch the ground. The simulation closely
resembles the real accident. According to the comparison of
the results, the dynamic responses of the two models are
basically the same and the error ranges are under tolerance.
In conclusion, the theory and models in this paper are feasible
and valid.
7. Conclusions
(1) The dynamic model of the heavy-equipment airdrop is
based on the multi-rigid-body dynamics and the ﬂight
dynamics can accurately reﬂect the reaction between
the carrier and the cargo and precisely describe their
position and attitude in the airdrop process.
(2) The typical problematic factors model built on the man-
machine-environment system combined with the
dynamic model of the heavy-equipment airdrop can
complete the simulation of the multi-factor coupling.
The simulation data can be used for quantitative safety
evaluation.
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